European White Oak
The French Premier collection recreates the old world elegance of
luxurious wide European White Oak flooring, finished with a low luster
patina. French Premier has the large format look of timeworn floors
found in castles, farmhouses and beach front homes, featuring 7.5"
wide boards with many as long as six feet. These floors boast a thick
4mm dry sawn wear layer, which has been wire brushed and gently
hand scraped for a unique soft texture. This multi-step texturing
process is further enhanced by a beautiful color palette of soft whites,
muted grays and warm wood tones, complimentary to many styles of
decor from traditional to Tuscan, Coastal or country chic. This beautiful
collection has the low luster look of an oil finish, without the oiling and
buffing necessary with oil finishes.

French Premier
WIDE PLANK COLLECTION

Specifications









Species: European White Oak Country Grade
Surface: Hand Scraped & Brushed w/4 Side Pillowed &
Scraped Edges
Size: 9/16” x 7-1/2” x 72” RL
Wear layer: 4mm Dry Sawn Face
Finish: Ultra-Low Matte Urethane
Warranty: Lifetime Structural; 50 Year Residential Finish*
5 Year Limited Light Commercial Finish*
Sq. Ft. / Carton: 31.09
Installation: Float / Glue / Staple
Wood is a natural product and is subject to inherent color and graining variation. It is not possible to demonstrate the species’ full range of color and characteristics in
this sampling. The sample is designed to represent the floors’ overall appearance. Actual flooring may vary in color and display additional characteristics (knots, etc.)
from sample shown. Knots, splits, cracks or other imperfections may be present and are not considered defects. This product will gradually darken or change color over
time due to the natural aging process of the wood. All photo’s are simply a representation of what your floor may look like upon installation.
*Refer to our web site for complete Warranty and Maintenance details.
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